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Opening Words:  

There are only two ways to live your life.  One is as though nothing is a miracle. The other is as 

though everything is a miracle.     - Albert Einstein 

 

Check-in/Sharing: How are things with you today? 

 

Discussion:  

According to the Oxford Dictionary, the definition of miracle is this:  “A surprising and welcome 

event that is not explicable by natural or scientific laws and is therefore considered to be the 

work of a divine agency”  

What would it mean to live your life as if everything were a miracle? Some things are easy to see 

as miracles; (a parking space opens up just as you turn into the parking lot, a tree crashes down 

in a storm but misses your house and car, etc.) But some things seem more like damnations than 

miracles; traffic jams, crabby coworkers, defiant kids, all these are miracles? How can we see 

them as “welcome events,” let alone, as “not explicable by natural or scientific laws and 

therefore the work of a divine agency?” And if everything is a miracle, does that mean there is 

necessarily a divine agent, Miracle Maker? 

Think of some things in your life which have NOT been obviously miracles (setbacks, 

disappointments, heartbreaks, moments of tedium or frustration, etc.) and try to re-see 

them as miracles.  

How would your life be different if you could see everything as a miracle? Would it 

change your view of “God?” Of other people? Of those boring meetings you have to 

attend?  

Check-out/Likes and Wishes: How was the session for you? 

Closing Words: 

C.S. Lewis said, ““Miracles are a retelling in small letters of the very same story which is written 

across the whole world in letters too large for some of us to see.” And, a more contemporary 

poet, Jon Bon Jovi, said, “Miracles happen every day; change your perception of what a miracle 

is and you'll see them all around you.”    As we extinguish this chalice, may its light burn on in 

our hearts and help us to see miracles all around us. 

 


